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Take a seat in the Hiss, drop the Mag, and watch your enemies drop like flies! The gunship wars are heating up in the far
reaches of the galaxy! But this time you are stuck with the fate of the universe on your shoulders, and it is going to take the
combined forces of your loyal pilots and equally loyal ground forces to defend against the onslaught of invaders. The fate of
your friends, your allies and the universe depends on you. Good luck, soldier! Get the full game » This space-shooter is easy to
learn, but hard to master. You are dropped on a hostile planet to defend a colony of friendly spaceships and make sure that they
don't get attacked by hostile forces. Your spaceship is the ultimate weapon. Use it wisely to survive. Get ready to destroy a
colony of a hostile planet with your ultimate weapon! This is the space-shooter that had you dream of. The entire scenario
unfolds in a hostile environment, and you need to defend your colony against an invading enemy force and destroy enemy ships.
But the main weapon on your spaceship are missiles. This is the beginning of a space war. Use the force to destroy enemy ships.
Use your arsenal to blast enemy ships, destroy the enemy base and turn the tide of the war! Have you always dreamed about
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becoming a pilot? Well, you should! You can't fly a spaceship without some serious skill. Use your drones to destroy your
enemies, defend your base and upgrade your ship. The drone war has begun. Start it by destroying as many enemies as you can.
A new life. The harsh law of the life support system drives you to the edge of a heat death. The final battle against the forces of
evil is about to begin. As long as the Evil exists, the world will be a dark and troubled place. But only a special force, composed
of humans and friendly robots, can save the world from destruction. The empire of evil is spreading over the galaxy. Stop the
Evil 82157476af
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